GRADUATE AND
UNDERGRADUATE
OPPORTUNITIES

TOGETHER WE GROW

Who we are
Monadelphous is a leading engineering group providing construction, maintenance
and industrial services to the resources, energy and infrastructure sectors. We are
involved in some of Australia’s biggest and most complex projects and facilities,
reflecting our position as a leader in our chosen markets.
Our success and sustained growth are built on a reputation for producing solid,
quality work, maintaining a clear customer focus and providing safe, reliable,
innovative and cost-effective service solutions.
We employ more than 6000 people, with major offices in Perth, Western Australia,
and Brisbane, Queensland, which support our operations, projects, facilities
and workshops spread across Australia and in neighbouring countries including
New Zealand, Mongolia, the United States, Papua New Guinea, China and the
Philippines.
Through a long term investment, our graduate and vacation work programs aim
to provide a foundation for high potential graduates to advance their careers in a
supportive environment where their talents are harnessed and maximised to their full
potential.
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What we do
Engineering Construction
Monadelphous’ Engineering Construction
division provides large scale,
multidisciplinary project management
and construction services through
established teams which focus on:

Maintenance and
Industrial Services
The Maintenance and Industrial
Services division offers comprehensive
multidisciplinary maintenance and
improvement solutions including:

• Multidisciplinary construction
management and execution

• Maintenance services

• Vertical construction packages
including civil and electrical
disciplines

• Shutdowns

• Turnkey design and construct services
• Fabrication and installation of
structural steel, tankage, mechanical
works and process equipment and
piping
• Local and overseas fabrication and
procurement
• Modularisation and off-site preassembly
• Plant commissioning
• Demolition and remediation works

• Sustaining and minor capital works
• Access Solutions
• Operations and facilities
management.
Our multidisciplinary services cover
structural, mechanical, piping, electrical
and instrumentation, and civil. These
are supported by capabilities in scaffold
management, blasting and painting and
concrete remediation.
A network of supporting workshops
and operations in key regional centres
complements our service delivery to
resources and energy sector customers.

• Offshore construction of plant and
infrastructure.

Our Markets
• Iron Ore

• Water and Irrigation

• Power

• Coal

• Electrical and Instrumentation

• Pipelines

• Mineral Processing

• Fabrication (SinoStruct)

• Heavy Lift

• Oil and Gas

• Renewable Energy

• Marine
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Supporting your career progression
At Monadelphous we are committed to the development of our people. We believe in
growing our people by offering them challenging roles that stretch their capabilities
and help to facilitate their career progression.

Our Graduate Program offers you:
• On the job training through real experience
• Formal training tailored to graduates to complement hands on experience
• Work secondments between a variety of projects, teams and locations
• The opportunity to work with some of the most experienced and highly skilled
professionals in the industry
• A structured competency framework development program
• The opportunity to achieve chartered status through the relevant professional
bodies
• Mentoring and coaching to support your journey and understand your contribution
to our culture and success in the ‘Monadelphous Way’
• Ongoing employment at the completion of your program.

Graduate recruitment
Apply
Applications reviewed (shortlisted applicants screened)

February – April
March – May

Interviews

May – June

Positions offered

June – July

Commence employment
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January – February

Our Vacation Work Program offers you:
• 12 weeks of paid on the job training through real experience
• Exposure to industry leaders and a variety of challenging work
• Potential for ongoing part time or casual employment at the end of your contract
• Priority consideration for our Graduate Program positions.

Vacation recruitment
July – August

Apply
Applications reviewed (shortlisted applicants screened)

August – September

Interviews

September – October

Positions offered

October – November

Commence employment

November
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Assessment criteria
When you work at Monadelphous you contribute to high profile, exciting projects and
work alongside motivated, talented people. Our culture is anchored by five values
that we actively work to every day – Safety and Wellbeing, Integrity, Achievement,
Teamwork and Loyalty. Further to this we assess candidates against the following:
• Practical approach to decision making and problem solving
• Commercial acumen and innovative thinking
• Resilience and adaptability to change
• Self-awareness and interpersonal skills
• Enthusiasm and self-motivation
• People management and leadership skills
• Extracurricular activities and community involvement
• Work experience (related or unrelated to the role) which has enabled you to
develop the above skills.

Our disciplines
• Mechanical Engineering

• Mechatronics Engineering

• Civil/Structural Engineering

• Human Resources

• Chemical Engineering

• Finance and Accounting

• Electrical Engineering
Our workforce consists of people with diverse cultures, backgrounds and skills, and
this diversity enriches our breadth of knowledge, capability and experience.
We are committed to diversity, and we manage and recruit based on competence
and performance. We believe in the principle of equal opportunity in employment for
all people, regardless of any personal attributes such as gender, sexual preferences,
marital status, pregnancy, family responsibilities, race, political or religious belief,
disability and age.
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Eligibility criteria
• An Australian or New Zealand Citizen or Australian Permanent Resident
• Studying one of our eligible disciplines
• In the final year of your undergraduate degree or completed your degree in the last
two years (for Graduate Program)
• In the penultimate year of your undergraduate degree (for Vacation Work Program).

How to apply
To apply for our Graduate or Vacation Work Programs, or for further information, visit
our website www.monadelphous.com.au/careers/graduates

Points of hire

Brisbane
Perth

Sydney
Auckland

Christchurch
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Our graduate journey
USA

Houston

Claire
Industrial Relations Graduate
Six months ago, I would have never
imagined that I would be working FIFO
out of Darwin on one of Australia’s largest
construction projects. It has been a fantastic
opportunity so early on in my career to be
able to experience our operations first hand.

Darwin

Lydia
Divisional Commercial Manager
I believe that being adaptable and seizing opportunities
has played a big part in my development at
Monadelphous. Building relationships with my
managers has enabled me to have open and frank
discussions about career progression. This in turn
allowed me to identify areas for development to become
adequately equipped and ready for the next challenge.

Perth

Damien
Operations Manager – Mining Minerals
I started my career with Monadelphous as an undergraduate engineer in 2006 at
one of our sites in Port Hedland. The first task I was assigned was to complete a
signage MTO for site where I ordered and personally installed each one of these.
Fast forward eleven years and I am now looking after a portfolio of Engineering
Construction projects in Mining and Minerals not only in Australia but just recently
Mongolia as well. The people I have met and the experiences I have gained through
this journey has been incredible and is why I have enjoyed every minute of it.
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Ulaanbaatar

MONGOLIA

Jake
Project Engineer – SinoStruct
CHINA

I was fortunate enough to mobilise
quickly to one of the largest projects that
Monadelphous has undertaken. Since
joining the Monadelphous Graduate
Program, I’ve been exposed to a range of
projects and locations in my first two years
alone! I’m currently working for SinoStruct,
our fabrication business in Bejing, China
and will shortly work in the US for two
months, where SinoStruct has set up a
fabrication workshop in Houston, Texas.

Beijing

Annabelle
Contracts Manager
I started on the Graduate Program
in January 2005 in the East Coast
Engineering Construction division in
Mining and Minerals. I was the first
Monadelphous Grad employed out of
Brisbane.

Brisbane

Sydney

Christchurch

My first project assignment was as a
graduate project engineer at a coal
handling facility. Since then, my career at
Monadelphous has given me succession
opportunities from being an area project
engineer, to lead engineer and now
a contracts manager for a number of
construction projects across coal, iron ore,
oil and gas, marine and renewable energy.

Raff
Team Lead – Estimating and Tendering
I was stoked to receive my place as the first graduate hire for the Monadelphous Graduate
Program out of New Zealand, and I still have a strong relationship with mentors from my first
site role on Barrow Island. Eight years later, I still seek their advice when managing my team
or confronted with difficult situations. It’s these relationships that you form on project that
can be used as a database of knowledge to tap into, at any time.
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Engineering Construction

Mining Area C Water Treatment Plant, Newman, Western Australia.

Electrical and instrumentation works on the jetty at
the Inpex-led Ichthys Project Onshore LNG Facilities,
Darwin, Northern Territory.

Monadelphous has diversified into the renewable
energy sector with the formation of Zenviron, which
has secured its first wind farm contract.

A SinoStruct denox skid for LP Amina.
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Maintenance and Industrial Services

The Ichthys LNG floating production storage and offloading facility,
Ichthys Venturer. Image courtesy of INPEX Australia.

Gorgon Project, Barrow Island, Western Australia.

The Oil Search Central Production Facility in the
Southern Highlands of Papua New Guinea.

Part of the pipeline team at Fortesue Metal Group’s
Solomon Hub, Pilbara, Western Australia.
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Perth
08 9316 1255

Brisbane
07 3368 6700
www.monadelphous.com.au
Follow us

Sydney
02 8790 1200

